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Social engineering is a prevalent attack vector with a per-
vasive negative impact in large enterprise environments.
Cyber criminals exploit unsafe decisions made by indi-
vidual users to compromise their login credentials or as-
sets (e.g., through phishing attacks [4] or malware in-
fections [6] respectively). As a case in point, in 2016,
out of 1935 security breaches that resulted in confirmed
unauthorized disclosure of data: 51% involved malware
infections (commonly via email attachments or drive-by
downloads) while 43% involved social engineering at-
tacks (90% of which employed phishing) [5].

Such attacks not only affect the security of the indi-
vidual users who fall victim to the attack, but also the
security of the enterprise as a whole. Victims’ assets are
used as stepping stones as part of multi-stage attacks. For
example, in a 2016 data breach investigations report, al-
most all phishing attacks that led to a breach were fol-
lowed by some form of malware infection [5]. Addi-
tionally, victims’ assets are also used as a platform for
extending the attack on other users and assets in the en-
terprise. For instance, ransomware infections, such as
WannaCry and Petya, are capable of quickly spreading
over internal networks and crippling operations [2].

Large enterprises typically employ defense systems
based on identifying attack entry points or attacker ac-
tions (e.g., phishing webpages, or malware downloads)
with the goal of stopping an attack before it reaches the
individual users. Such an attack(er)-centric defense ap-
proach provides motivated attackers the opportunity to
adjust their strategies in order to evade detection, and still
reach the individual users.

In contrast, we advocate an approach with the goal
of probabilistically identifying the vulnerable users, i.e.,
those that are more likely to fall victim to an attack. We
postulate that (1) these vulnerable users have similar be-
havioural patterns to the victims of prior attacks, and (2)
that user vulnerability scores can be estimated based on
mining user behaviour. Vulnerability scores can then be
used in a variety of ways: to protect vulnerable users
from known attacks, to detect new types of attacks, and
to increase the robustness of existing defenses [3].

We are experimenting with this approach to augment
the defense systems at Telus, a large Canadian telecom.
We hypothesize that user vulnerability scores can be used
to, first, estimate asset risk scores for providing a quan-

titative measure of how much an enterprise asset (e.g.,
user endpoint, networking infrastructure device, or pro-
duction server) is at-risk. Ranking assets based on risk
scores would allow security teams to utilize their re-
sources more efficiently by focusing on those assets that
are most at-risk. Secondly, the vulnerability scores can
be used to influence the vulnerable population in order to
decrease their susceptibility to future attacks, as educa-
tional campaigns can be designed for, and only targeted
to, those potential vulnerable users. The benefits of such
a focused approach are twofold: reduced costs as well as
increased efficiency and effectiveness.

To this end, we are developing a supervised machine
learning pipeline to generate the aforementioned user
vulnerability and asset risk scores. Our pipeline inte-
grates with the Security Information and Event Manage-
ment (SIEM) systems typically available at large enter-
prises and makes use of rich data sources (including fine-
grained information regarding user logins, user browsing
history, asset hardware/software configuration details, in
addition to other relevant HR-related information) to ex-
tract behavioral, contextual and structural patterns that
can be used as features by our developed classifier. As
ground-truth, we use prior instances of detected attacks,
including malware infections as well as security exer-
cises and forensic activities.

For our pipeline prototype, we started with a Random
Forest classifier [1] as it has been shown to be robust in
a variety of different application domains. It is a white-
box model offering good explanatory power, and outputs
probabilities that can be used to compute vulnerability
scores. From our experiments, we found that the true
positive examples (i.e., malware infected assets) repre-
sent only a minor fraction of the overall data (i.e., the
classes are imbalanced as is typical in anomaly detec-
tion tasks). To mitigate this problem, we experimented
with various approaches (e.g., oversampling, undersam-
pling) to rebalance the data during model training. With
a sample dataset extracted from production systems over
a six month period, collected from tens of thousands of
company assets and aggregating millions of user-related
events per day, our prototype pipeline uses a small num-
ber of features, and achieves an encouraging classifica-
tion performance of 36% better than random, based on
the measured AUROC.
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